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Appendix 8 

Universal Powerline Bus (UPB) 

This appendix describes the features in HCA in support of the UPB technology and products 

available from Powerline Control Systems (PCS), Simply Automated Inc, and other manufacturers. 

These topics are covered 

• What is UPB? 

• UPB device setup and configuration 

• Powerline Interface Module (PIM) 

• Network import 

• Generic UPB devices 

• Device properties 

• HCA support for scenes and device command features 

• Program triggers for UPB events 

• Hints and tips 

 

What is UPB? 

UPB is a powerline carrier technology created by Powerline Control Systems (PCS).  It allows 

commands to sent over the powerline wiring in your home. Signals generated by a UPB 

transmitter, for example a keypad, can be received by the computer.  HCA can also “listen in on” 

the communication between UPB devices and act on that communication, or simply log the 

activity. 

To use HCA with UPB devices and keypads you need the UPB Powerline Interface Module 

(PIM).  This interface lets HCA send and receive UPB messages using the powerline.  HCA 

supports both the serial and USB version of the PIM. 

If you are familiar with X10 devices (like the SceneMaster product line also from PCS) and the 

features in HCA to support them, you will be able to use UPB devices without much change to 

your thinking.  Support for keypads is a bit different and is covered later in this appendix.  If you 

are unfamiliar with the features of HCA for creating an automation solution, we suggest you 

review the other sections in of the HCA User Guide. 

 

UPB device setup and configuration 

UPB devices are highly configurable but HCA does not provide configuration facilities.  The 

reason for this is that UPB devices have so many settings and options that setup needs to be 

handled by its own Windows application.  UPB manufacturers provide the application called 

UPStart for UPB configuration. 

Documentation on how to use UPStart and instructions on how to configure all of the device 

settings is available from PCS. 

Your first step before using HCA is to work with UPStart to configure your UPB network.  You 

need not get it fully setup in all ways the first time but HCA has to have a network specification 

from UPStart before it can begin working with UPB. 
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Once you have installed and programmed all the devices using UPStart your next step is to export 

from UPStart a representation of the network.  HCA imports this file to acquire all the information 

it needs to control all your devices and to receive signals from any device transmissions. 

To create this export file, select from the UPStart menu: File – Export.  You can store the export 

file in whatever folder that you want.  All that is important is that it must be available for HCA to 

read either locally or over a network.  Refer to the UPStart document for details on Export. 

There are some tips and tricks described in the last section of this appendix that will help make 

your use of UPStart and HCA much simpler.  Be sure to review that section. 

 

Powerline Interface Module (PIM) 

Before HCA can send and receive UPB commands over the powerline, you must connect a 

Powerline Interface Module (PIM) to the computer HCA is executing on.  Open the HCA Options 

dialog and choose the Hardware tab. 

 

In the same way you identify all automation interfaces to HCA, all you need do is to select the 

interface type, communications port, and then press the Connect button.  If HCA can read 

information from the PIM it displays a success message.  Any problems with connection are noted 

in a failure message. 

As you can see in this dialog you can attach up to eight automation interfaces to HCA 

simultaneously.  This means that you can use a PIM for UPB messages, an X10 interface for X10 

messages, a wireless interface for wireless messages, and even an IR interface for sending IR 

sequences.  More on this later. 

 

Network Import 

Now that HCA is talking to the PIM, and you have used UPStart to configure your devices and 

exported a definition of your network, the next step is to import that UPB network into HCA. 
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Getting ready for export in UPStart 

But before proceeding with the import of your UPB network into HCA you should first make some 

additional configuration in UPStart that will greatly improve the import into HCA. 

In UPStart for each channel of a device you can specify the icon to represent the device as well as 

the text below the icon.  Also for each channel you get to choose if there should be an icon seen at 

all.  For example, if you are only using 1 input channel of a 3 input IOM you don’t need to have 

icons for the other 2 inputs. This is all specified on the Remote Access tab of the device properties 

dialog. 

Here is a screen image from UPStart.  In this example, the configuration for this Input-Output 

module would cause 4 devices to be created in HCA – two for the loads and two for the inputs.  No 

device would be created for input 3. 

 

 

From the UPStart export file, these settings are also imported. 

• Room icon choices.  This is in the Application menu on the “Export” submenu. 

• Keypad button names – specified on the “Engraving” tab in the properties for the 

PulseWorx keypads is now imported and used when showing the keypad in the Control 

UI popup. 

 

Note that if you have previously imported your design, HCA does not change the HCA device 

name (the icon label) and icon selected for existing devices. The import doesn’t want to override 

your icon choice you have made in HCA and also doesn’t want to change the HCA device name 

which might break some HCA programs. 

An excellent reason to take the time to define names for the parts of devices that have multiple 

channels comes when you use them in the Visual Program Test element. 

As another example when using the input-output module, suppose that you were not using outputs 

1 and 2 and only inputs 2 and 3.  Also suppose you called input 2 “Washer” and input 3 “Dryer”. 
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In the test element you would then see these devices as choices. 

• Washer 

• Dryer 

 

This is more convenient then remembering "Input 2" or "Input 3". 

 

Importing a UPB network 

To import a UPB network, press the UPB Import button in the ribbon Protocols category.  When 

you do that, the following dialog displays: 

 

Enter into the dialog three pieces of information: 

• The path to the file created by UPStart for your network. This is the file that UPStart 

wrote when you selected File – Export.  These files have a UPE type. 

• The method that HCA uses to match what comes from the network export file with 

devices already in your design. 

• If after the import, if any unmatched devices should be removed from your HCA design. 

As described in the text of the dialog, each time you use UPStart to change your network it is 

essential that you export the network definition and then import that into HCA.  If you don't do 

that, HCA may not operate correctly as it will have out of date information about how your UPB 

devices are programmed. 

The first time you import, HCA creates new devices in your design to match what was in the 

import file.  Subsequent imports don't want to create new devices – they want to update the 

existing ones.  How does HCA know what needs to be updated and what needs to be added? 

This is the purpose of the two match options seen on the preceding screen display.  These options 

tell HCA how to match what it reads from the network import file with the existing devices in your 

design.  It can do this in two ways: 

• By name.  HCA matches the existing devices by the room and device name from the UPB 

Id information 
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• By unit id.  HCA matches the existing devices by the unique unit id given to any UPB 

device. 

Which one should you use?  It all depends upon what you changed in UPStart: 

• If you modified device or room names, then have HCA match based upon the unit id. 

• If you modified unit ids, then match based upon the names. 

• If you modified some room or device names and some unit ids, choose the option that has 

the least impact on your design. For example, if you changed 4 names and 1 unit id, you’d 

probably match based on unit id, as only one mismatch occurs. 

Once the import completes, HCA displays how many devices were added, updated, or removed. 

It is important that HCA matches imported devices to existing devices so that any of your 

schedules and programs that use these devices don't get effected. 

Hint: The UPB room name and device names matches well with the HCA concept of two-part 

names.  The room name of each imported device is used for the folder, and the device name 

is used for the HCA device name. 

Generic UPB Devices 

The previous section described how you use the UPB configuration program called UPStart to add 

your devices to HCA using an import.  This works well for almost all UPB devices. 

There are, however, some UPB devices that UPStart doesn’t configure.  These are generally ones 

that do not access the powerline directly but rather connect to the powerline though the UPB 

Powerline Interface.  This is the same unit as HCA uses to access the powerline for UPB.  In this 

case the only way to add these sorts of devices to HCA is using the New Device Wizard.   

In step 3 of the Wizard choose as the manufacturer “UPB” and select the device that most closely 

represents what you are adding.  In the Wizard step 4 this dialog appears: 

 

In this dialog you must enter the network id and unit id as well as the room and device names for 

the new unit.  Once the device is added this way you can control it as a normal UPB device. 

Why wouldn’t you add all your UPB devices this way? Simply put, because HCA has no 

understanding of the properties of the device or what links are in its Receive Components Table.  

So if you can setup the device with UPStart do so and import from UPStart into HCA. 
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Device Properties 

Like almost everything in HCA, UPB devices have properties.  Most of these are the same ones 

that other devices have in HCA: Name, Notes, Icon, Logging options, what displays the icon 

appears on, and restart options. 

For UPB devices some UPB information is also shown.  For example, selecting a UPB device, 

opening its properties dialog, and choosing the UPB Id tab shows the following: 

 

Some of the UPB Id information you are familiar with in UPStart is displayed here. While this 

information is useful, the most important information is on the Options tab.  
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For a device these options can be set: 

• Confirm receipt of commands by ACK.  The UPB protocol contains an option that asks a 

device that is sent a command to respond back saying it was received.  This is a very low 

overhead option.  If the device doesn't ACK, then HCA retransmits the command. 

• Confirm receipt of command by status request.  This is an option built on top of the UPB 

protocol.  Each time a device is sent a command to change illumination level (on, off, or 

dim) HCA follows up the command with a status request asking for the light level.  HCA 

compares the two and if the device is not at the level it expects, it sends the command 

again.   

 

Two important points about this.  HCA doesn't send the status request immediately.  It 

queues it for a later time when there are no pending transmissions.  This means if three 

lights use this status confirm option and they are all sent a dim to 50% command, the 

status poll for the first happens after the 3rd light has been sent its 50% command.  

Secondly, use of these options adds a lot of extra powerline traffic.  More traffic increases 

the chance of command collisions.  Because of that, use this option carefully. 

• Transmit count.  As part of the UPB protocol, commands can be sent more than once and 

the devices know if these are repeats or not.  You can use this to increase reliability of 

command reception.  You can specify the number of repeats (1, 2, 3, or 4).  If your UPB 

network has an active repeater HCA always sends each message a minimum of two times 

as needed by the repeater. 

• Each command sent to a UPB device may contain the light level and fade rate.  If the 

command sent doesn't specify the level or rate, the default values programmed into the 

device (by UPStart) are used instead.  In this way you can program a light so that an ON 

command results in 90% illumination (or 80% or whatever).  In addition, you can 

program the amount of time – called the fade rate – it takes to change the light level. 

 

Anytime you control a light, HCA can send a level and a rate that you choose or it can 

just let the default value in the device be used.  That is what the options in the "Level and 

ramp rate" box are all about. 

Hint: In the Visual Programmer you can have exact control over the level and rate for each 

command sent to the device. 

• The last option changes how HCA sends messages to the device. Normally HCA just 

controls the device directly.  However, if you have keypad indicators that show the state 

of a device it would be better to control the device by a link. That way any indicaro9r will 

also turn on or off as the device goes on or off. 

UPB Commands 

If you are familiar with the X10 or Insteon powerline commands, UPB commands will take some 

getting used to.  They are vastly different.   You might be tempted to skip this section if all you 

want to do with your UPB devices is to make then go on, off, or dim.  But UPB devices are 

capable of much more than X10 devices, so you may want to take a few minutes to fully 

understand the UPB commands what there effects are. 

Hint: What follows is a very condensed and simplified explanation of UPB command. Refer to the 

documentation available on the PCS web site for more details. 

There are five UPB commands that HCA works with.  They are the Activate, Deactivate, Goto, 

Blink, and Request Status commands.  But that’s not the whole story.  Most commands are sent in 

either of two formats: a direct command or a link command. 
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Direct commands 

The direct format is just about what you would expect.  The command is sent to only one device 

and so affects only that device.  The Goto, Blink, and Get Status commands can be sent as direct 

commands. 

The Goto command is sent with a level (0 to 100%) and optionally a fade rate.  If the fade rate is 

omitted, the default fade rate of the device is used. 

The Blink command specifies the blink rate. 

The Get Status command just asks the device to respond with its current level.  For multi-channel 

devices, information on each channel is returned. 

 

Link commands 

The link format takes a bit more explanation.  Associated with any UPB device that can receive 

commands (like a switch or module) is what is called a Receive Components Table.  This is similar 

to the stored presets in a SceneMaster or SwitchLinc device.  Each entry in the Receive 

Components Table contains a level and, if the device is dimmable, a fade rate. 

How would you use these presets? Below is a table representing three switch-controlled lights, 

with three different settings, for three different uses: 

 

Link Name Wall Light Table Lamp Big Light 

TV Time 80% 50%  

Late Night 20% 20% 10% 

Conversation 60% 80% 60% 

 

Using UPStart you program the three switches for these lights.  For the switches that control the 

Wall and Table lights, three presets are used.  For the switch that controls the Big Light, only two 

are needed. 

When do these different presets get activated?  When the switch receives a Activate command that 

includes what is called a Link Id.  What is a Link Id?  It is just a number between 1 and 250.  Since 

it can be difficult to remember numbers, in UPStart you should assign these link ids a name.  

Select from the UPStart menu: Network – Link Names. 

In this example, when the "TV Time" link is received by the Wall Light it changes to 80%, when 

received by the Table Lamp it goes to 50% and when received by Big Light, nothing happens.  

Similar actions happen when the Late Night link and the Conversation link are received. 

One way to think of Activating a link is to tell all of the devices in your UPB network this: 

When receiving an Activate command, if you have a link named ____ in one of your presets, 

then respond as that preset tells you to.  If you don't have a link named _____ in one of your 

presets, then do nothing. 

The Deactivate command says a similar thing: 

When receiving a Deactivate command, if you have a link named ____ in one of your presets, 

then go off.  If you don't have a link named _____ in one of your presets, then do nothing. 
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And if that was the end of the story UPB devices would be very capable.  But you can do more!  

The Goto and Blinks commands described above can also be sent in the link format.  When sent 

like this, devices respond as: 

When receiving a link format Goto command, if you have a link named ____ in one of your 

presets, then respond as specified in the goto command ignoring the level and rate in the 

Receive Components Table.  If you don't have a link named _____ in one of your presets, then 

do nothing. 

Using all these commands in the Link and Direct format you can do quite a bit with UPB 

commands. 

Just to complete this discussion, the Activate and Deactivate commands can only be sent in the 

Link format.  The Get Status command can only be sent in the Direct format.  The Goto and Blink 

commands can be sent in either format. 

 

HCA support for scenes and device command features 

As explained above, when using UPB devices you have the option of working with a single device 

– by sending a command in a direct format -or with a set of devices – by sending a command in the 

link format. 

 

Direct commands 

Using UPB devices in HCA is just about like using any other device type.  They can be included in 

schedules and controlled by programs.  About the only difference from other types of devices is 

that UPB devices can't be members of a group. 

In addition to control by a schedule, you can control a device using the Visual Programmer On, 

Off, and Dim elements.  When working with UPB devices, the Visual Programmer elements have 

an extra parameter: 

 

In this example the UPB device is told to turn ON with a 5 second fade rate.  The fade rate can 

also be specified when using the OFF and DIM elements. 

In addition to the ON, OFF, and DIM commands the Visual Programmer also has a Blink element 

that sends the blink command to a UPB device.  That element lets you set the blink rate. 

Since all UPB devices respond to status requests, when using the Visual Programmer Test element 

to test for on, off, or dim, sends a status request to the device and performs the test based upon the 

status returned. 
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There is one additional method in HCA that works with UPB direct commands and it applies only 

to keypads.  In this case what you control are the keypad indicators.  To do this the Visual 

Programmer ON element is used.  For example: 

 

In this example, the Library Keypad F indicator is turned ON.  To turn it OFF, the OFF Visual 

Programmer element can be used. 

While this section is entitled "Direct Commands", a direct command may not always be used with 

the device selected in the ON, OFF, or DIM elements.  If you have configured in the device 

properties, as explained above, to use a link then the command is sent in a link packet. 

 

 

Scene or Link commands 

In addition to controlling a single device with a direct command, you can also control a set of 

devices with a single command by sending a link command - in the HCA world called a Scene. 

When used in HCA, the link names created in UPStart are called scene names.  After you import a 

UPB network and right click on a device, in additional to the ON, Off, and Dim selections you also 

see all the scenes that the device responds to.  For example: 
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In this example the UPB device responds to the scenes named "All On", "All Off", 

"Conversation", etc.  These names are the same as seen in the link table in UPStart. 

Selecting one of these scene names in the popup menu causes HCA to send a UPB Activate 

command using that scene.  This causes the selected device and any other device that responds to 

that scene to change their illumination level to match what is programmed for that scene. 

If you want to send scene commands in a program, you can use the Visual Programmer Scene 

element: 

 

In this example, all devices that respond to the scene Conversation, changes their illumination 

level as setup in their preset for that scene. 

The Visual Programmer Link element lets you send link commands as well: 
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All links imported from UPStart are listed.  Choose a link and the command to send. 
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Program triggers for UPB events 

Keypads and input modules transmit UPB commands when a button is pressed (keypads) or a 

circuit opens or closes (input modules).  HCA can respond to those actions and initiate one of your 

programs.  In this way you can use a UPB keypad to start a program and that program can act with 

the full range of HCA services from turning on lights to sending email. 

Hint: Everything in this discussion applies to both keypads and input modules like the doorbell 

sense module and the telephone sense module.  It also applies to the commands that a rocker 

switch paddle can be programmed to transmit. 

If you are familiar with how keypads work in the X10 world, you may find UPB keypads much 

more capable but more complex to work with. Each button depression on a UPB keypad sends a 

UPB command.  What that command is and what it does depends upon what was programmed in 

to it using UPStart.  Each button on a keypad and each action of that button (single-click, double-

click, hold and release) can be programmed to send a different command. 

At first glance UPB keypads can appear to be a difficult to work with.  What you want to say 

when using a UPB keypad to start a program is this:  If the user single-clicks this button then run 

this program.  But that is not that way things work in the UPB world.  HCA isn't told which 

keypad button was pressed and what action was done (single-click, double-click, etc) – HCA only 

sees the command it sends. 

So how do you create a program trigger in HCA that describes a UPB command?  Also what 

happens if, in using UPStart, you change what the command associated with a keypad button is? 

There are two ways UPB triggers are created for programs.  Just like other program triggers it 

starts on the Triggers tab of the program property dialog. 

 

There are two different types of UPB triggers you can create.  UPB Action and UPB Powerline 

Message triggers. 
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UPB Action Triggers 

When creating a UPB Action Trigger, the dialog appears as: 

 

This dialog lets you choose any of the available buttons for the keypad and the four different 

actions that can be done to that button.  At the top of the dialog it shows not only what you selected 

– in this example, the Library Keypad A button single-click action – but also what that button was 

programmed to do – in this example, activate the Library Bar Conversation scene. 

Using this dialog it appears that you are creating a trigger that starts a program when someone 

single-clicks the Library Keypad A button. But is it?  The explanation above went to great lengths 

to say that this was impossible.  

So what is really happening is that HCA creates a trigger that starts a program when it receives the 

Activate Library Bar Conversation scene command from the Library Keypad.  It looks like you are 

selecting a button and an action, but in reality HCA creates a trigger based upon the command it 

knows (from the UPStart export) that button action sends. 

So why all this discussion and why do you need be concerned if HCA handles all these details?  

Because if two buttons, or one button and two different actions, send the same command, HCA 

can't tell which button or action sent the command.  For example, suppose that the A button single-

click action and the A button double-click action are programmed for the same command.  If you 

create a trigger that says: "When Library Keypad A button single-click" and someone single-clicks 

or double-clicks the button, your program starts.  Is that wrong?  No.  Unexpected? Maybe.  Why 

does it happen? You said in your trigger "single-click" but the double-click action sent the same 

command and HCA is triggering on the command and not the button action so HCA can't tell the 

difference between a single-click and a double-click in this case. 
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Hint: UPB triggers are tricky.  Better read this section over again, and then experiment with 

UPStart and HCA before settling on a final UPB design. 

There are two additional details when working with UPB triggers: 

First, if you have a button configured to send different commands on each press of the button – 

known as a toggle - HCA creates two triggers: one for the Activate and one for the Deactivate.  In 

UPStart, the Super Toggler mode does this. 

Second, what happens if you change the command associated with a keypad button and you 

already have a trigger defined for that button? When you re-import your design, as part of the 

import process the trigger is updated to match the new command programmed for that button and 

action. 

For example, keypad button A when single-clicked sends the command: Activate Late Night Scene 

and the HCA program Go to bed has a trigger for keypad button A.  Now suppose using UPStart 

you change button A to send Activate Early Morning scene when single-clicked.  When you re-

import the network file, as part of the import the trigger is updated.  Your program still starts when 

keypad button A is single-clicked even though the command changed. 

 

UPB Powerline Message 

Unlike the simpler UPB Action trigger, this type of trigger is more powerful but more complex.  

Creating a trigger of this type displays this dialog: 

 

To use this type of trigger you must have a working knowledge of UPB powerline commands.  

This requires that you read and understand the UPB message and command documents available 

from Powerline Control Systems. 

What you specify in this dialog is each component of the command that you want to trigger on.  

These components are: 
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1. The source device.  This is specified by selecting one of the UPB devices in your 

network. 

2. The destination.  This could either be a link (select a link name) or a direct command 

(select a device). 

3. The parts of the message.  This is the command and its arguments.  You can choose if the 

trigger must match the command and/or its arguments and the permissible range of values 

for those arguments.  Using this drop down in the Message box you can select the more 

common commands or by using the controls in the custom box you can completely 

specify a UPB command. 

Hints and Tips 

Using UPStart 

When just starting out with a UPB network you may often find yourself wanting to switch back and 

forth between UPStart and HCA.  This can be a problem as only one application can use the PIM 

at one time.  To make it simpler, HCA essentially allows you to “toggle” between HCA and 

UPStart if you use the following method: 

1. First, in UPStart open the options dialog by selecting from the UPStart menu: Tools –

Options.  There are two options that you should enable. 

 

Reopen last file loaded when UPStart begins.  This makes it simpler to get back to your 

network file each time UPStart starts. 

 

Auto Export on File Save.  After you export from UPStart the first time, UPStart 

remembers the path you exported to.  This option re-exports to that same file each time 

you do a save.  This makes sure that the export file always contains up to date 

information.   

2. Then, whenever you are in HCA and you want to work with UPStart, press the Setup 

button in the Protocols ribbon category.  This dialog appears: 

 

Press the UPStart button.  At this point, HCA relinquishes its control of the PIM, then UPStart 

starts and its main window appears on your screen.  Use UPStart to make your network and 

device modifications and when done, exit UPStart with File - Exit. Since in the first step 

above you selected the “Auto Export on File Save”, by exiting UPStart you are automatically 

saving and exporting your UPB network. Then switch back to HCA and close this dialog with 

the Close button.   
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Using this method allows UPStart to use the PIM – HCA disconnects before it starts UPStart - 

and then has HCA take back control of the PIM when UPStart is closed. 

So you don't forget to import after you are done with UPStart, there is a checkbox at the 

bottom of the dialog that tells HCA to re-import when UPStart is done. If you use this 

technique to jump between HCA and UPStart, you probably want to enable this option. 

 

Switch transmit 

One very nice feature of some UPB devices is that they can be told to transmit their current status 

each time they are locally controlled.  For example, each time someone uses a switch paddle to 

turn the light on, off, raise or lower the illumination level, the switch transmits its new level. 

This option is called Report light level after rocker switch is pressed and it is on the Options tab 

when editing the device using UPStart.  Using this option makes sure that HCA is always up to 

date with the light level on the device and makes for much more accurate automation programs.  It 

is a good idea to enable this option on all your switches. 

 

Multiple Interfaces 

Don't forget that HCA can use multiple automation interfaces simultaneously.  In this way you can 

use X10, wireless and IR devices along with your UPB switches and keypads in your automation 

design.  For example, a HCA program, started from a UPB keypad trigger, can send commands to 

both UPB devices and X10 devices.  Or a wireless motion sensor can be used to start a program 

that sends UPB commands. 

While two or more simultaneous X10 signals can collide on the powerline – two or more 

simultaneous UPB signals can also collide – UPB and X10 signals can’t collide with each other.  

X10 and UPB can coexist well in your home. 

Review the sections of the User Guide and Appendixes on wireless, IR, and X10 devices for more 

information. 

 


